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About the conclave:

Akrom Sardar, the former student of the department. who joined in the Ph.D. programme of
the Department of Anthropology, during last academic year after qualifying both SET and
NET, left us on July 18, 2021 after suffering from Acute Myeloid Leukemia and post-COVID
complications. A student of weaker section and economically downtrodden family, Akrom
has successfully overcome all the barriers with regard to academics but failed overcome due
to unbearable cost of medical treatment. Our students, friends as well as well-wishers raised
money for his treatment, but that was not enough to bear overall that expensive treatment.
During his short life span as research scholar, he also published two research articles of
excellent repute.

The department is planning to organize ‘Research scholars’ conclave’ every year, where Ph.D.
and M.Phil scholars of the discipline Anthropology will get the opportunity to take part and
share their world of research. There will be no restriction regarding the area of research in the
domain of Anthropology. Any research idea which is registered under any University/
research institutes are welcome to this conclave. Cordial assistance from respective ends is
earnestly solicited.

Call for Abstracts:

Only registered research scholars (both Ph.D. and M.Phil) are invited to submit their
‘structured abstract’ within 20th August 2021. The abstracts should be submitted in English
within 500 words through mail only (subir@wbsu.ac.in). However, as a state level conclave,
they are free to choose English or Bengali as medium of presentation/discussion.

Selected paper will be published as special issues of the departmental journal-Genus Homo.

Abstract format

Title of the Abstract, Name of the Author(s), affiliation, Email ID and Mobile/Whatsapp no,
M.Phil/Ph.D. registration no and date

Introduction/ Background, Objectives/ Hypothesis, Methodology, Results and Discussion,
Conclusion/ Observation, Keywords

Technical details of the Abstract:

Formatting: MS-Word (.doc/. docs), Text spacing: 2.0, Font: Times New Roman, Font

Size: 12 (text), 14 (Headings)

(Dr Abhijit Das) (Prof Subir Biswas)
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